New Arrivals on U.S. ELECTIONS

*After hope and change: the 2012 elections and American politics / James W. Ceaser* (324.973 CEA)

*American will: the forgotten choices that changed our republic / Bobby Jindal.* (973 JIN)

*Buying the vote: a history of campaign finance reform / Robert E. Mutch.* (324.78 MUT)

*Campaigns and elections American style / edited by James A. Thurber* (324.7 CAM)

*The candidate: what it takes to win, and hold, the White House / Samuel L. Popkin* (324.973 POP)

*A citizen's guide to presidential nominations: the competition for leadership / Wayne P. Steger* (324.273 STE)

*ELECTING THE PRESIDENT, 2012: THE INSIDERS' VIEW / EDITED BY KATHLEEN HALL JAMIESON* (324.973 ELE)

*Enlightened democracy: the case for the Electoral College / Tara Ross* (324.63 ROS)

*Five dollars and a pork chop sandwich: vote buying and the corruption of democracy / Mary Frances Berry* (364.1324 BER)
Fox News and American politics: how one channel shapes American politics and society / Dan Cassino (070.43 CAS)

Hard choices / Hillary Rodham Clinton (328.73 CLI)

In it to win: electing Madam President / Lori Cox Han (324.082 HAN)

Man enough? : Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton, and the politics of presidential masculinity / by Jackson Katz (324.973 KAT)

Money, power & elections: how campaign finance reform subverts American democracy / Rodney A. Smith, with a new preface by the author (324.78 SMI)

U.S. history for dummies / by Steve Wiegand (973 WIE)

Victory lab: the secret science of winning campaigns / Sasha Issenberg (324.7 ISS)

When does gender matter? : Women candidates and gender stereotypes in American elections / Kathleen Dolan (320.082 DOL)
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